It is the mission of Delta Medix Center for Comprehensive Cancer Care to bring compassionate and innovative cancer treatment to the residents of Northeast Pennsylvania by offering a comprehensive and integrated approach to cancer care.

With that in mind we formed a partnership with the Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center of Thomas Jefferson University. We are proud to announce two new initiatives with the Kimmel Cancer Center which will help our patients in their fight against cancer.

### Telemedicine Geriatric Oncology

Our Telemedicine Geriatric Oncology Program enables geriatric cancer patients to receive services from the world renowned Jefferson Kimmel Cancer Center without the hassle and expense of travel.

**IN THE MULTIDISCIPLINARY GERIATRIC PROGRAM PATIENTS MEET BY WEB CAM WITH SPECIALISTS IN:**

- Medical Oncology
- Geriatric Medicine
- Radiation Oncology
- Clinical Trials
- Patient Navigator
- Pharmacists
- Social Work
- Dietitian

These specialists share their findings with the treating Delta Medix physician, the patient and the patient’s family.

This is a no cost service.

### Telegenetics Urology Oncology

Genetic Testing is the process of using medical tests to look for changes in a person’s genes or chromosomes. Some of those changes cause cancer in the human body. If our medical team is able to study the mutations, we have the opportunity to tailor medical treatment to individual characteristics, needs, and preferences of a patient during all stages of care including prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up. Cancer care should not be one size fits all and that’s why Delta Medix in partnership with Jefferson Urology Network is now offering Telegenetics to patients in our area.

**HOW IT WORKS**

- Schedule a web camera appointment at Delta Medix Cancer Center with a licensed genetic counselor from Jefferson Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center in combination with a medical oncologist if needed
- Detailed review of your family and medical history and discussion of the roles genes play in the development of cancer
- Personalized cancer risk assessment and individualized cancer screening recommendations
- Cancer risk-reduction options and prevention strategies
- Discussion of the benefits and limitations of genetic testing and the option to have genetic testing if appropriate
- Opportunity to participate in research studies focused on cancer risk and prevention

For more information please ask your Delta Medix physician or call 1-855-5-Delta Docs (1-855-533-5823).